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A Better JustFlight DC-10 HD in 64-bit Prepar3D Versions 
 

LATEST REVISION (INCLUDING PACKAGE FILES):   2021-JAN-25 
Last update:  Updated sound config/panel state fixes, refined eye point, ISG gauge integration and RNAV 

 
Installing the JustFlight DC-10 HD into Prepar3d v. 4 and 5 (Including 5.1 HF 1+) requires only a handful of 
steps to get everything working.  Take on a few more steps to improve flight dynamics and it’s a significantly 
better bird.  This document will walk you through the changes and additions necessary to make the DC-10 HD 
version fully functional into 64-bit versions of Prepar3D, including version 5.1 HF 1 and higher.  With these 
changes the DC-10 HD is more immersive and much more enjoyable to fly. 
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Each section of this document is laid out step-by-step, so follow along in order and don’t skip steps.  Each one 
is important.  Plenty of screenshots are provided to help you along.  Where you need to update or copy file 
contents or run commands on the command line, they will appear like this: 
 

 
A command or file contents 

 

DISCLAIMER(S) 
 
NOTE 1:  This stuff ain’t super easy, so don’t be an idiot…Read this carefully.  Please and thank you. 
 
NOTE 2:  If you have not edited aircraft or panel configuration files for FS2004, FSX, or any version of P3D, 
and have no experience in XML documents, and have not or have very little experience with the Windows 
command line, it is highly recommended you simply stop right now.  You can install the JustFlight DC-10 HD 
directly into your P3D root folder and it will fly, so you can enjoy a DC-10 in P3D with little effort and no 
modifications.  It just won’t work as well as it can. 
 
No support is provided for the modifications in this document and if you screw up your simulator, you’re on 
your own.  No warranty, expressed or implied, is provided as part of these directions. Modifications of these 
files is at your own risk.  You are encouraged to make a backup of everything that is installed prior to modifying 
or adding any files.  These changes will likely result in an inability to receive support from JustFlight for your 
DC-10 HD.  Again, this is at your own risk and should you modify your installation, you’re on your own. 
 
NOTE 3:  The JustFlight DC-10 HD is commercial software.  Under no circumstance can anyone, including 
you, share or distribute files from the JustFlight DC-10 HD package without the express written consent of 
JustFlight and Commercial Level Simulations.  This document does not contain nor is it accompanied by any 
original files from the JustFlight DC-10 HD.  The modifications described in this document are purely for your 
own personal use of a licensed copy of the JustFlight DC-10 HD to which you are the licensee.  All files linked 
and labeled as “Download” in this document that do not have author attribution were built by this document’s 
author. 
 
NOTE 4:  There are some lingering issues with the DC-10 HD that are defects of the package or other issues 
related to its operation in versions of Prepar3D for which use was not intended.  This document will get the DC-
10 HD to a highly-functional state, but you may still notice small and/or sporadic issues.  No attempt has been 
made to catalog and triage each and every issue, so you may come across unexpected behavior. 

Prerequisites 
 
Prior to installing and configuring the JustFlight DC-10 HD (“DC-10”), you need to have a few things installed 
and a few others at the ready: 
 

• These directions were developed using Windows 10 and while they may work for some older versions 
of Windows, some built-in operating system functions may not be available.  Use Windows 10. 

• You must have an installed and functioning Prepar3D version 4.x or 5.x.  It must be a 64-bit version of 
the simulator. 

• You must have a registered (paid) copy of FSUIPC6 for Prepar3d 64-bit (P3dv5 and P3Dv5).  In order 
to get the sounds and panel states to work properly, FSUPIC scripting is necessary.  If you don’t have a 
copy, buy one.  Pete & John Dowson (who author FSUIPC) are fantastic supporters of the flight sim 
community and FSUIPC will let you do marvelous things with your simulator.  In the case of the DC-10, 
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it will also let those of you with two-axis throttles map them to support three engines.  Seriously, if you 
don’t have a copy, GO BUY ONE. 

• You need the most recent installation file for the DC-10 from JustFlight, SimMarket, or another 
publisher/vendor.  It must be the “HD” version and not the older DC-10 originally designed for FS 2004.  
It is highly recommended that you do not have the DC-10 previously installed and even more so, that it 
is not installed into the base P3D folder for your version. 

• Make sure Windows is set to show file extensions in your folders.  If you do not, you will unknowingly 

name files incorrectly.  Do so by opening a folder and clicking the Options button on the right side of 

the ribbon.  In the View tab, change the highlighted settings as pictured and click Apply to Folders 

at the top.  If you can't do this correctly, you may not want to continue through this. 
 

 

https://secure.simmarket.com/john-dowson-fsuipc6-for-p3dv4-5.phtml
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Downloads 
Download the following files to a place where they are accessible and easily remembered.  These are the exact same 

files as linked later in this document, however they are provided here in one list for convenience. 

File / Link Status Last Updated 

FSUIPC6 for P3Dv4 & 5 (Registered/Paid version) REQUIRED 2020-Apr-15 

DC-10 Modifications Package File (Sounds, Panel States, and More) REQUIRED 2021-Jan-25 

Doug Dawson 64-Bit Configuration Gauge REQUIRED 2019-Jan-01 

SGA DC-10-10 Flight Model Highly Recommended 2006-Jan-06 

SGA DC-10-30 Flight Model Highly Recommended 2004-Apr-04 

SGA DC-10-40 Flight Model Highly Recommended 2004-Oct-09 

GSX Configuration for all Variants Recommended 2020-Dec-15 

PFPX Aircraft Performance File for DC-10-30 Optional 2018-May-25 

Updated GPWS (Altitude) Callout Sounds Optional 2011-Mar-15 

Integrated Simavionics Gauges Group 1 (ISG1) by Ernie Alston Optional 2011-Aug-04 

 

Install Using the add-on.xml Method 
 

1. Download the JustFlight DC-10 HD from the store where you purchased it.  Make sure it is the latest 
version as there was an update released in 2017 that includes partial P3D version 4 compatibility.  On 

https://secure.simmarket.com/john-dowson-fsuipc6-for-p3dv4-5.phtml
https://www.dropbox.com/s/v4jf08id2mhhgzk/DC10SndInter.zip?dl=1
https://www.douglassdawson.ca/dsd_p3d_xml_config_x64.zip
https://www.flightsim.com/vbfs/fslib.php?do=search&fsec=0&fname=airjam10.zip
https://www.flightsim.com/vbfs/fslib.php?do=search&fsec=0&fname=sga1030.zip
https://www.flightsim.com/vbfs/fslib.php?do=search&fsec=0&fname=sga1040.zip
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ufghwon54yd8g2s/GSX_Configs.zip?dl=1
https://airlinerperformance.freeforums.net/thread/10/list-available-aircraft-performance-files
https://library.avsim.net/esearch.php?DLID=&Name=&FileName=727ca.zip&Author=&CatID=root
https://secure.simmarket.com/ernie-alston-integrated-simavionics-group-1-(isg1).phtml
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some stores this is not labeled, so shop carefully.  This version is available from JustFlight and 
SimMarket (and possibly others): 
 
Correct JustFlight DC-10 HD Version on SimMarket 
 

2. Create an empty folder (as pictured below) in a place where you keep add-ons.  In the examples 

throughout this document, E:\addons is a path the author has used to externalize aircraft and 

sceneries from P3D on a separate SSD.  This path will be different on your PC.  You can choose any 
place you like, however you will get the best performance by installing on the fastest disk in your PC.  It 
is also recommend you keep the path short to make the command line entries in this document easier. 
 

 
 
 

3. The JustFlight DC-10 HD will not install into a folder unless it detects a Prepar3D executable.  We need 

to "fool" the installer.  Create a new file in this folder named Prepar3D.exe.  Right-click in the folder 

window (the white space), choose New -> Text Document.  Change the file name to 

Prepar3D.exe and remove the .txt extension. 

 

https://secure.simmarket.com/justflight-dc-10-collection-hd-10-40-fsx-p3d.phtml
https://secure.simmarket.com/justflight-dc-10-collection-hd-10-40-fsx-p3d.phtml
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Click Yes on the error message around changing file extensions. 
 

 
 

4. Run the installer.  When prompted, choose the folder you created earlier with the dummy Prepar3D.exe 
file in it.  It is important that you don’t mix up files from this install with others so do not accept the 
default location. 
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If you receive the error below after choosing Prepar3D version 4, click OK and continue the installation. 
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Make SURE you choose the folder you created earlier or the installer will fail because it can’t find a 
Prepar3D.exe file. 
 

5. After the installer completes, validate your folder has the following sub-folders, which indicates the 
installer correctly copied the DC-10 HD files. 
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6. Once the installer completes and you have validated the files, navigate on your PC to My Documents, 

then to the Prepar3d v5 Add-Ons sub-folder.  Within that folder, create a new folder titled 

JustFlightDC-10 as pictured: 
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7. Open a blank document in Notepad (or another plain text editor – DO NOT use Wordpad, Word, or any 
other rich-text editor).  You can do so by clicking the Windows icon in the lower left of the bottom task 
bar, then type “notepad” and hit enter. 
 

8. Copy and paste the following into Notepad, updating all the text that says 

<YOUR_DC10_INSTALL_PATH> to the base folder where you installed the DC-10 in step 2 (author 

example would be E:\addons\JustFlightDC-10).  If you get these paths wrong, the DC-10 will not 

load. 
 
<SimBase.Document Type="AddOnXml" version="4,0" id="add-on"> 

    <AddOn.Name>JustFlight DC-10</AddOn.Name> 

    <AddOn.Description>JustFlight DC-10</AddOn.Description> 

 

 <AddOn.Component> 

  <Category>SimObjects</Category> 

  <Path><YOUR_DC10_INSTALL_PATH>\SimObjects\Airplanes</Path> 

 </AddOn.Component> 

  

 <AddOn.Component> 

         <Category>Effects</Category> 

         <Path><YOUR_DC10_INSTALL_PATH>\Effects</Path> 

 </AddOn.Component> 

 

 <AddOn.Component> 
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         <Category>Gauges</Category> 

         <Path><YOUR_DC10_INSTALL_PATH>\Gauges</Path> 

 </AddOn.Component> 

  

 <AddOn.Component> 

  <Category>Sound</Category> 

  <Path><YOUR_DC10_INSTALL_PATH>\Sound</Path> 

 </AddOn.Component>   

</SimBase.Document> 

 

9. From the Notepad menu, click File, choose Save As…  Navigate to the folder within My Documents 

-> Prepar3d v5 Add-Ons -> JustFlight_DC10.  In the name box type, including quotes, 

“add-on.xml”.  In the file type dropdown, choose All Files.  The quotes will ensure it is saved as 

an XML file and that Notepad does not automatically add a .txt extension to the file.  If you save the file 
incorrectly, the add-on.xml will never be read by P3D. 
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10. Start Prepar3D and verify that you are prompted to enable the JustFlight DC-10 add-in with the prompt 
as pictured below: 
 

 
 
If you do not receive this prompt, you have incorrectly saved your add-on.xml. 
 

11. When the scenario screen loads, change vehicle and select any of the DC-10 variants.  Scroll through 

the list or enter DC-10 into the search box.  Once selected, load into a flight with the rest of the 

scenario settings at defaults (during the day time is best) and verify the DC-10 loads with the VC and 
exterior model showing correctly.  In the VC, make sure the gauge faces work and are not simply black 
ovals and rectangles.  NOTE:  You may receive a configuration file error.  Ignore it for now as you will 
fix this later. 
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Ignore this error for now - It will be fixed later. 
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12. Exit Prepar3D.  Should you choose, you can stop here.  The JustFlight DC-10 HD will work in P3D, 
however it won't work as well as it could.  The brave and adventurous can continue on... 

Updates to Panels to Support Sound and Panel State Configurations 
 
To properly load sounds and other configurations that drive the DC-10, updates need to be made to the 
panel.cfg files of each variant.  This is described using the DC-10-30, and you can perform the process below 
in repetition for each additional variant (-10, -10F, -30F, -40, -40F). 
 

1. Browse to the SimObjects\Airplines\CLS_DX_DC10-30\Panel folder inside your DC-10 

installation path and open the panel.cfg file. 
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2. Scroll down within the panel.cfg file until you reach the [Vcockpit01] section.  Within there, update 

four separate lines as shown below: 

 
From: 
gauge41=CLS_FSX_CONFIG!config,  376,489,19,19,.\Gauges\dc10cls_config.ini 

To: 
gauge41=CLS_FSX_CONFIG!config,  376,489,19,19, dc10cls_config.ini 

 
From: 
gauge42=CLS_FSX_SOUND!dsd_xml_sound2, 395,489,19,19, .\Gauges\dc10cls_sound.ini 

To: 
gauge42=CLS_FSX_SOUND!dsd_xml_sound2,  395,489,19,19, dc10cls_sound.ini 

 
From: 
gauge45=CLS_FSX_FUELDUMP!fuel_dump,  452,489,19,19,.\Gauges\dc10cls_fuel_dump.ini 

To: 
gauge45=CLS_FSX_FUELDUMP!fuel_dump,  452,489,19,19, dc10cls_fuel_dump.ini 

 
From: 
gauge51=CLS_FSX_SOUND_DC10!sound, 0,0,20,20, .\Gauges\dc10cls_sound2.ini 

To: 
gauge51=CLS_FSX_SOUND_DC10!sound, 0,0,20,20, dc10cls_sound2.ini 

 

3. Save and close the panel.cfg file.  To verify the changes are loading the configurations correctly, 

load Prepar3D and choose one of the DC-10-30 variants (as that is the one you should have changed 
to start).  Verify that the scenario loads without the error you received earlier involving the DC-10 
configurations.  Also check that the panel gauges appear as they did after installing the DC-10, and 
their states are similar. 
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4. Exit P3D. 
 

Configure Panel Sounds 
 
Making the panel sounds functional involves two bodies of work, the first of which involves updating the DC-10 
configuration files to support sound playback.  This allows the DC-10 to load the sound configuration properly, 
and to locate the sounds that need to be played. 
 

1. Browse to the base Sound folder of your DC-10 installation.  There will be a dc10cls sub-folder.  

Right-click on that folder and choose Copy. 
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2. Browse to the base Gauges folder of your DC-10 installation.  Within that folder create a new sub-folder 

called PanelSounds.  Navigate into that folder and paste the dc10cls folder you copied earlier. 
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3. Go back to the base Gauges folder of your DC-10 installation and open the file named 

dc10cls_sound2.ini with Notepad or another plain text editor.  Note there are two files, the one 

you want to edit ends with the number 2.  Delete everything and replace the entire contents of the file 
with the configuration below the screenshot. 
 

 
 
[Config] 

MaxSounds=50 
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[LVars] 

LVar00=dc10cls_sound_id_seatbelt 

LVar01=dc10cls_sound_id_smoking 

LVar02=dc10cls_sound_id_buzz 

LVar03=dc10cls_sound_id_tune 

LVar04=dc10cls_sound_id_fuel_dump 

LVar05=dc10cls_sound_id_alert 

LVar06=dc10cls_sound_id_whoop_whoop 

LVar07=dc10cls_sound_id_alarm_1 

LVar08=dc10cls_sound_id_small_switch 

LVar09=dc10cls_sound_id_large_switch 

LVar10=dc10cls_sound_id_apu_start 

LVar11=dc10cls_sound_id_apu_run 

LVar12=dc10cls_sound_id_apu_stop 

LVar13=dc10cls_sound_id_10 

LVar14=dc10cls_sound_id_20 

LVar15=dc10cls_sound_id_30 

LVar17=dc10cls_sound_id_50 

LVar18=dc10cls_sound_id_100 

LVar19=dc10cls_sound_id_minimums 

LVar20=dc10cls_sound_id_300 

LVar21=dc10cls_sound_id_400 

LVar22=dc10cls_sound_id_500 

LVar23=dc10cls_sound_id_1000 

LVar24=dc10cls_sound_id_2500 

LVar25=dc10cls_sound_id_dont_sink 

LVar26=dc10cls_sound_id_pull_up 

LVar27=dc10cls_sound_id_sinkrate 

LVar28=dc10cls_sound_id_to_low_flaps 

LVar29=dc10cls_sound_id_to_low_gear 

LVar30=dc10cls_sound_id_to_low_terr 

LVar31=dc10cls_sound_id_windshear 

LVar33=dc10cls_sound_id_light_rotary_switch 

LVar34=dc10cls_sound_id_rotary_switch 

LVar35=dc10cls_sound_id_alarm_1 

LVar36=dc10cls_sound_id_flap_lever 

 

[Sounds] 

Sound00=PanelSounds/dc10cls/SEATBELTS.wav 

Sound01=PanelSounds/dc10cls/SMOKING.wav 

Sound02=PanelSounds/dc10cls/BUZZ.wav 

Sound03=PanelSounds/dc10cls/TUNE.wav 

Sound04=PanelSounds/dc10cls/FUEL_DUMP.wav 

Sound05=PanelSounds/dc10cls/ALERT.wav 

Sound06=PanelSounds/dc10cls/WHOOP_WHOOP.wav 

Sound07=PanelSounds/dc10cls/ALARM_1.wav 

Sound08=PanelSounds/dc10cls/SMALL_SWITCH.wav 

Sound09=PanelSounds/dc10cls/LARGE_SWITCH.wav 

Sound10=PanelSounds/dc10cls/APU_START.wav 

Sound11=PanelSounds/dc10cls/APU_RUN.wav 

Sound12=PanelSounds/dc10cls/APU_STOP.wav 

Sound13=PanelSounds/dc10cls/10.wav 

Sound14=PanelSounds/dc10cls/20.wav 

Sound15=PanelSounds/dc10cls/30.wav 

Sound16=PanelSounds/dc10cls/40.wav 

Sound17=PanelSounds/dc10cls/50.wav 

Sound18=PanelSounds/dc10cls/100.wav 

Sound19=PanelSounds/dc10cls/MINAMUM.wav 

Sound20=PanelSounds/dc10cls/300.wav 

Sound21=PanelSounds/dc10cls/400.wav 
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Sound22=PanelSounds/dc10cls/500.wav 

Sound23=PanelSounds/dc10cls/1000.wav 

Sound24=PanelSounds/dc10cls/2500.wav 

Sound25=PanelSounds/dc10cls/DONT_SINK.wav 

Sound26=PanelSounds/dc10cls/PULL_UP.wav 

Sound27=PanelSounds/dc10cls/SINKRATE.wav 

Sound28=PanelSounds/dc10cls/TO_LOW_FLAPS.wav 

Sound29=PanelSounds/dc10cls/TO_LOW_GEAR.wav 

Sound30=PanelSounds/dc10cls/TO_LOW_TERR.wav 

Sound31=PanelSounds/dc10cls/WINDSHEAR.wav 

Sound32=PanelSounds/dc10cls/nosound.wav 

Sound33=PanelSounds/dc10cls/LIGHT_ROTARY SWITCH.wav 

Sound34=PanelSounds/dc10cls/ROTARY_SWITCH.wav 

Sound35=PanelSounds/dc10cls/ALARM_1.wav 

Sound36=PanelSounds/dc10cls/FLAP_LEVER.wav 

 
These changes will reference the sounds in a correct path and map the variables/states of the gauges 
to play the correct sounds when a particular switch is clicked within the virtual cockpit. 

 

Sound Playback and Panel State Support with FSUIPC 
With FSUIPC6, a single script can enable all sounds from the JustFlight DC-10 HD.  It is as simple as copying 

a single file into your FSUIPC modules folder and configuring FSUIPC to load it when P3D starts.  In addition, 

the script provided will also enable panel states for your DC-10 HD!  Four panel states are provided, from cold-

and-dark to ready for taxi.  Each panel state will properly set the DC-10 variables and adjust default simulator 

values (such as engine state) as appropriate. 

1. Download the DC-10 customization package ZIP file.  It contains Lua files that are programs that 

customize your flight simulator through FSUIPC.  Save this zip file and copy the three files within the 

FSUIPC folder within the zip into the Modules folder inside your P3Dv5 (or v4) installation as pictured 

below. 

 

Download DC10SndInter.zip 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/v4jf08id2mhhgzk/DC10SndInter.zip?dl=1
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Note:  Picture is old.  Make sure all three .lua files are copied. 

 

2. After you have downloaded and copied the file, open your FSUIPC6.ini file in the same folder with 

Notepad or another plain-text editor.  Search for a section labeled [Auto].  Your file may or may not 

contain this section.  If it does not, copy the entire contents below to the end of your FSUIPC6.ini file: 

 

[Auto] 

1=Lua DC10SndInter 

2=Lua DC10PnlState 

3=Lua DC10LNav 

 

If your FSUIPC6.ini file does have an [Auto] section, copy the lines below, updating the number at 

the start of the line to be the next consecutive number of all files listed in the [Auto] section: 

 

1=Lua DC10SndInter 

2=Lua DC10PnlState 

3=Lua DC10LNav 

 

3. Save and close the FSUIPC6.ini file.  That’s it. 

 
4. Start Prepar3D and load one of the DC-10-30 variants.  Once the scenario loads, flip the "NO 

SMOKING" switch on the overhead panel.  You should hear a single chime.  Flip the "SEAT BELTS" 
switch and you should hear a double-chime.  Turn on the yaw dampers and you should hear a click. 
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On the FE panel, turn on the DC TIE 1.  You should hear a loud click.  Turn on the "APU FUEL PUMP" 
and you should hear a softer click (small switch).  Turn the ACGEN/DC BUS rotary to 2 and you should 
hear a rotary click at each step. 
 

 
 

5. Congrats!  You now have panel sounds!  You can test each and every switch and knob if you’d like.  
There’s a lot of them.  You will also notice additional sounds are no functional such as radar altimeter 
callouts, APU sounds, and a variety of others.  This Lua script will intercept all sounds generated by the 
DC-10 and play their corresponding mapped sounds. 

 

Improving the Flight Model, GSX, Enabling Panel States, and More 
 

There are a number of additional improvements you can make that will further increase your enjoyment of the 

JustFlight DC-10 HD.  You can improve the flight model, set up more realistic fuel quantities, and enable 

different panel states such as ready-for-take-off or cold-and-dark.  You can also download configurations to 

make the DC-10 work great with GSX and SODE jetways. 

 

You can also embark on deeper panel changes and modify the DC-10 into an MD-10 with a more realistic 

FMC.  It’s a very extensible aircraft! 
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Refining the Eye Point for a Better VC View 
For those of you that frequently fly in other aircraft with detailed virtual cockpits, the eye point of the DC-10 will 

seem too far away from the panel.  If you want an eye point that will give you a more consistent perspective to 

PMDG, Aerosoft, FS Labs, etc. you can update it with a single change to each aircraft.cfg.  This will 

move the eye point slightly closer and lower in the VC which will also make the gauges easier to read. 

 

Within your DC-10 installation path, go into the SimObjects folder, and within there, each sub-folder 

representing each variant of the DC-10 (-10, -10F, etc.).  Open the aircraft.cfg file and modify the 

following section: 

[Views] 

eyepoint = 91.0, -1.76, 5.25 

 

And replace it with: 

[Views] 

// eyepoint = 91.0, -1.76, 5.25 

eyepoint = 92, -1.76, 5.15 

 

Opening 2D Panels – Finding the Click-Spot 
There is a small click-spot in the VC that loads the 2D panel buttons.  You need to access this panel if you 

want to open the doors to the DC-10.  It is maddening if you don’t know where it is.  On the center of the 

glareshield, just to the left of the MCP panel are three alert lights/buttons organized vertically.  The bottom 

button of the three opens the 2D panel menu. 
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Improving the DC-10 HD Flight Model 
There are two improvements that make the DC-10 HD more fun and more accurate to fly.  The first is to 
change out the flight dynamics model with a freeware model that was developed with input from a DC-10 pilot.  
The second is to correct fuel quantities for the DC-10-30 and -40 variants.  The -30 is the most popular variant 
and the -30 and -40 are the long range versions of the DC-10. 
 

1. The best flight model to use for the DC-10 was originally developed for the freeware DC-10 by SGA 
with the assistance of a real-world DC-10 pilot.  You can find a download containing the flight model for 
the corresponding DC-10 you’d like to fly at flightsim.com: 
 
SGA DC-10-10 
SGA DC-10-30 
SGA DC-10-40 
 
Note:  These downloads include a model and other files which will not be used.  The only file that will 
be used is for the flight model itself. 
 

2. Once downloaded, browse into the zip file or if necessary, extract it to a folder completely unrelated to 
your JustFlight DC-10 HD installation.  Within the zip (or directory if extracted), browse to the 

Aircraft -> SGA DC-10-30 sub-folder.  Copy the file named SGA1030.air (or SGA1040.air, 

depending on variation).  Paste it into the 

<YOUR_DC10_INSTALL_PATH>\SimObjects\Airplanes\CLS_DX_DC-10-30 folder.  You can 

perform this copy/paste for each variant of the DC-10 you wish to update (for example, the DC-10-30 
and DC-10-30F), but start with just one at first. 
 

 
Select the file from within the ZIP. 
 

https://www.flightsim.com/vbfs/fslib.php?do=search&fsec=0&fname=airjam10.zip
https://www.flightsim.com/vbfs/fslib.php?do=search&fsec=0&fname=sga1030.zip
https://www.flightsim.com/vbfs/fslib.php?do=search&fsec=0&fname=sga1040.zip
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Paste into the corresponding folder for the JustFlight DC-10 HD 

 

3. Once the .air file has been copied, open the aircraft.cfg file in the same folder.  The top of this 

configuration file will contain the livery/variant configurations in sequentially numbered [FltSim.x] 

sections.  To update each one to use the new flight model, change the line within each [FltSim.x] 

section that reads: 
 
sim=DC10-30_CF6-50C2 

 
to: 
 
sim=SGA1030 

 

Make sure the line is updated to match the name of the file you copied (either SGA1030.air or 

SGA1040.air) without the .air extension. 

 

Alternatively, you can use Edit -> Replace... within Notepad to update all entries: 
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Note:  On the DC-10-40, the sim line will read differently.  Perform the same operation going from: 
 
sim=DC10-40_JT9D59A 

 
To: 
 
sim=SGA1040 

 
 Note 2:  On the DC-10-10, the sim line will also read differently.  Perform the same operations going 

from: 
 
sim=DC10-10_CF6-6D6K 

 
To: 
 
sim=SGA1010 

 
4. The DC-10 HD ships with fuel quantities and tank definitions that are ever so slightly incorrect based on 

the Douglas manufacturer specification for the -30 and -40 (and all sub-variants thereof).  Within the 

same aircraft.cfg files that you modified earlier to enable the improved flight model, you need to 

update the fuel quantities.  Within the aircraft.cfg file, find the section labeled [fuel].  Replace 

the section that reads: 
 
[fuel] //total:36650 gal 

Center1   =     3.0,    0, -3.0,  9550,  3.0 

LeftMain    =  -5.0, -29.83,  1.0, 13550, 3.0 

RightMain   =  -5.0,  29.83,  1.0, 13550, 3.0 

 
With: 
 
[fuel] // total: 36542 gal 

Center1=    -0.82,   0.00,  -1.50, 9664, 1000 //Tank 2 

Center2=    1.48,  0.00, 4.50, 14698, 1000 //Center 

LeftMain=   -17.20, -47.00,  4.50,  6090, 1000 //tank 1 

RightMain=  -17.20,  47.00,  4.50,  6090, 1000 //tank 3 

 
This information is courtesy of JustFlight forums user KrisJ in this thread. 
 
The DC-10-10 variant is the A model and has two less fuel tanks, resulting in less fuel capacity and 
range.  The JustFlight DC-10 HD has closer quantities for the -10 variant, but some updates will again 
make it more accurate.  You will need to update the tank definitions for the -10 and -10F by editing the 

[fuel] section of their aircraft.cfg files as follows: 

 
[fuel] 

Center1   =     3.0,   0.00, -3.0, 9550, 3.0 

LeftMain    =  -5.0, -29.83,  3.0, 6075, 3.0     

RightMain   =  -5.0,  29.83,  3.0, 6075, 3.0   

 
With: 
 
[fuel] // total 21764 gal 

Center1   =     -.082,   0.00, -1.50, 9664, 3.0 

LeftMain    =  -17.20, -47.00,   3.0, 6050, 3.0     

RightMain   =  -17.20,  47.00,   3.0, 6050, 3.0   

 
DC-10-10 and -10F aircraft later had the option of an auxiliary center wing tank that increased fuel 

http://forum.justflight.com/forum_posts.asp?TID=32377&title=dc10-hd-fixes-and-mods
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capacity by 4,885 gallons.  Not many aircraft were configured this way, but some were, particularly 
deliveries to Western Airlines and a few others.  If you want to configure your DC-10-10 or -10F 
variants with this aux tank, replace the [fuel] section with: 
 
[fuel] // total: 26647 gal 

Center1=     -0.82,   0.00,  -1.50,  9664, 3.0 //Tank 2 

Center2=      1.48,   0.00,   4.50,  4885, 3.0 //Center Wing Aux 

LeftMain=   -17.20, -47.00,   4.50,  6050, 3.0 //tank 1 

RightMain=  -17.20,  47.00,   4.50,  6050, 3.0 //tank 3 

 
 

5. The weights specified in the JustFlight DC-10 HD are close, but not quite correct for each variant of the 
DC-10.  The weights for each variant will not be perfect, as each operator had different seating 
capacities and galley configurations.  These will get you much closer, but still will not be pound-for-
pound correct. 
 
In each sub-folder of the SimObjects folder within your DC-10 installation, open the aircraft.cfg file.  
Search for the section labeled [WEIGHT_AND_BALANCE].  Replace the lines labeled: 
 
max_gross_weight =  

empty_weight =      

 
Including the numbers and comments that follow (the entire line for each) with the following, specific to 
each variant: 
 
DC-10-10: 
 
CLS_DX_DC10-10 (passenger): 
max_gross_weight = 433000 

empty_weight =     240171 

 
CLS_DX_DC10-10F (Configured to –CF converted freighter specifications): 
max_gross_weight = 443000 

empty_weight =     215444 

 
OR: 

 
CLS_DX_DC10-10F (Configured to MD-10-10F specifications): 
max_gross_weight = 443000 

empty_weight =     216000 

 
DC-10-30: 
 
CLS_DX_DC10-30 (passenger): 
max_gross_weight = 558000 

empty_weight =     266191 

 
CLS_DX_DC10-30F (Technically a –CF converted freighter variant): 
max_gross_weight = 558000 

empty_weight =     238036 

 
OR: 

 
CLS_DX_DC10-30F (Configured to MD-10-30F specifications): 
max_gross_weight = 583000 

empty_weight =     236500 
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DC-10-40: 
 
CLS_DX_DC10-40 (passenger): 
max_gross_weight = 558000 

empty_weight =     270213 

 
CLS_DX_DC10-40F (Technically a –CF converted freighter variant): 
max_gross_weight = 558000 

empty_weight =     242058 

 
 

6. Save each aircraft.cfg file and close it.  Your DC-10 will now have much more accurate climb and 

cruise performance with tanks that have proper quantities and CG definitions.  This will result in better 
overall flight dynamics and pitch/roll/power settings. 

 

PFPX Profile for Flight Planning and Manufacturer Specifications 
A flight planning profile for PFPX is available for the DC-10-30, and it works equally well for the DC-10-30F and 
variants of the -40.  This will give you the ability to do accurate route and fuel planning for your DC-10 flights.  
You can subscribe and download this file from: 
 
Airliner Performance PFPX Profiles 
 
NOTE:  The PFPX profile linked above is much too optimistic about the DC-10’s fuel burn.  You will need to 
adjust the cruise fuel bias and drag bias as shown below.  This information was gathered by using the APM 
facilities within PFPX to measure actual fuel burn during simulated flights. 
 
Cruise Fuel Bias:  33.2% 

Hold Fuel Bias:  33.2% 

Add Drag:  4.6% 

 
These bias numbers will get you much closer to the actual DC-10 fuel burn, which can make flight planning in 
the long range variants tricky.  You may want to try variations on the cruise and hold fuel bias from 26.5% to 
41.0%. 
 
Once properly installed (follow the directions on the site) you can configure new aircraft based on the profile 
supplied.  You can configure passenger and payloads to represent different -30/-40 passenger variants and -
30F/-40F freighters.  For more information about the now Boeing DC-10, check out: 
 
Boeing DC-10 Freighter Arrangement and Performance Specifications 
 
Boeing DC-10 Airport Handling, Aircraft Characteristics, and Specifications 
 
The PFPX attributes for the DC-10-30 (passenger) are below.  Take note of the weights and capacities as well 
as the fuel and drag bias.  You can edit to represent your favorite airline, however the weight and capacity 
figures are from McDonnell-Douglas/Boeing specifications charts.  Use the values for empty and max gross 
weights above.  For more detail on all weights including max landing weights and cargo volumes, see pages 
10 and 11 (section 2.1) of the DC-10 Airport Handling, Aircraft Characteristics, and Specifications document 
linked above.  Use the values from this document to set up the aircraft in your PFPX flight planning fleet. 
 

https://airlinerperformance.freeforums.net/thread/10/list-available-aircraft-performance-files
https://www.boeing.com/resources/boeingdotcom/company/about_bca/startup/pdf/freighters/DC-10F.pdf
http://www.boeing.com/assets/pdf/commercial/airports/acaps/dc10.pdf
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The DC-10-30F has different weights, both empty and max, as well as very different cargo capacities.  Update 
a new aircraft in your PFPX database with the below:
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GSX Configurations for Passenger and Freight Variants 
The JustFlight DC-10 HD is not an aircraft that has a default configuration within GSX.  This can make using 
the two together frustrating.  A ZIP file has been assembled with the proper GSX configurations for all of the 
passenger and freight variants included in the JustFlight package.  Installation is simple and involves 
downloading a ZIP file and copying 6 folders into GSX’s configuration folder. 
 

1. Download the GSX Configs for the JustFlight DC-10 HD at the link below: 
 
Download GSX_Configs.zip 
 

2. Open the GSX_Configs.zip file and navigate into the Airplanes sub-folder.  Copy the six folders from 
there. 
 

3. Navigate into your %APPDATA%\Virtuali\Airplanes folder.  This folder is found typically inside 

C:\Users\<YOUR_USER_NAME>\AppData\Roaming, where <YOUR_USER_NAME> corresponds to 

the user account you use when you login to Windows.  This path may be different, so an easy way to 
navigate to the correct path is to click the Windows icon on the lower-left of the bottom task bar, and 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ufghwon54yd8g2s/GSX_Configs.zip?dl=1
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type %APPDATA%, and hit enter.  From there, navigate to the Virtuali -> Airplanes sub-folder. 

 
4. Paste the folders you copied earlier.  The GSX configs will now be available next time you use GSX.  

You can customize them further to your liking using the Addons -> GSX -> Customize 

Aircraft… menu option.  See the GSX documentation for details on how to further customize aircraft 

and parking spots. 
 

 
 

Updating Altitude Callout (GPWS) Sounds 
You can update the altitude callouts for the ground proximity warning system (GPWS) to be more consistent 
and sound better using a freely available set of callout sounds from the AVSIM Library.  This helps the 
immersion and eliminates some of the bracing and inconsistent callouts that come with the JustFlight DC-10 
HD.  The author listened through at least two dozen downloads in the AVSIM library and these are the 
clearest. 
 

1. Download the 727ca.zip file from the AVSIM Library and save it somewhere on your PC.  It is available 
here: 
 
FSX 727 Altitude Callout Gauges/Sounds by Bry Hardee – AVSIM Library 
 
NOTE:  You can use other GPWS callouts if you have particular favorites, however do note that it will 
mean you need to adjust the sound configuration updates if the filenames are different.  Should you 
want more accuracy and use a female GPWS voice (the same as found on the MD-11), you can 
replace the defaults with the sounds found in this AVSIM Library download by Marcelo Vianna.  Change 
the file references as illustrated below, using the appropriate file names from this package. 
 

https://library.avsim.net/esearch.php?DLID=&Name=&FileName=727ca.zip&Author=&CatID=root
https://library.avsim.net/esearch.php?DLID=&Name=&FileName=acs_md11_gpws.zip&Author=&CatID=root
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2. Within the ZIP file, navigate into the 727_Callouts -> Sound -> CalloutB sub-folder.  Copy all 

the .wav files (and only the .wav files – You do not need the inibackup sub-folder, Credits.txt, 

or Sound.ini). 

 

 
 

3. Navigate to the Gauges -> PanelSound -> dc10cls sub-folder of your JustFlight DC-10 install.  

Create a new sub-folder named Callouts.  Paste the .wav files you copied into this directory such 

that they are the only files in that directory. 
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4. Go back to the Gauges folder and open the dc10cls_sound2.ini file in Notepad or another plain 

text editor.  Note it’s the dc10cls_sound2.ini file, ending with a 2 in the name.  Find the lines 

below and replace them with those illustrated.  This will update the sounds for all the GPWS alerts. 
 
Sound13=PanelSounds/dc10cls/10.wav 

Sound14=PanelSounds/dc10cls/20.wav 

Sound15=PanelSounds/dc10cls/30.wav 

Sound16=PanelSounds/dc10cls/40.wav 

Sound17=PanelSounds/dc10cls/50.wav 

Sound18=PanelSounds/dc10cls/100.wav 

Sound19=PanelSounds/dc10cls/MINAMUM.wav 

Sound20=PanelSounds/dc10cls/300.wav 

Sound21=PanelSounds/dc10cls/400.wav 

Sound22=PanelSounds/dc10cls/500.wav 

Sound23=PanelSounds/dc10cls/1000.wav 

Sound24=PanelSounds/dc10cls/2500.wav 

 
Replace with: 
 
Sound13=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/10FT.wav 

Sound14=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/20FT.wav 

Sound15=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/30FT.wav 

Sound16=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/40FT.wav 

Sound17=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/50FT.wav 

Sound18=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/100FT.wav 
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Sound19=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/MIN.wav 

Sound20=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/APPMIN.wav 

Sound21=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/400FT.wav 

Sound22=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/500FT.wav 

Sound23=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/1000FT.wav 

Sound24=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/2500FT.wav 

 
Note:  If you followed these directions prior to the most recent updates to this document, your sound 

config may be a little different.  Regardless, make sure you replace the lines from Sound13= to 

Sound24= and it should update to use the new GPWS callouts. 

 
Note 2:  The radio altimeter in the JustFlight DC-10 is about 20 feet off (16.85 feet, but who wants to be 
pedantic about it?) as it is calculating radio height from the center of gravity of the model and 
aircraft.cfg and not the main gear contact point.  Work is underway to address this discrepancy but in 
the meantime, know that when you hear “20”, you are a few feet from touchdown.  Unless… 
 
You can “hack” this a little so that the callouts are correct for the altitude, but it means you only get a 

30-20-10 callout before touchdown.  You can do so by changing the lines that read Sound13= thru 

Sound17= to: 

 
Sound13=PanelSounds/dc10cls/nosound.wav 

Sound14=PanelSounds/dc10cls/nosound.wav 

Sound15=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/10FT.wav 

Sound16=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/20FT.wav 

Sound17=PanelSounds/dc10cls/Callouts/30FT.wav 

 
5. Save and close the file.  The GPWS callouts are now updated and will be heard the next time you fly 

the DC-10. 
 

Enabling Panel States 
The JustFlight DC-10 HD supports panel states and even ships with two of them, one for cold-and-dark and 
the other default, ready for taxi.  With a few small changes and a DLL update, the JustFlight DC-10 HD can 
support these panel states including saved panel states between flights. 
 
The problem with the panel states in the DC-10 is that the DLL file that comes with the package does not fully 
support loading configurations properly in 64-bit versions of P3D when the add-on is installed outside of the 
P3D root folder.  Further, the supplied panel states do not contain all the necessary variables for the aircraft.  
The directions below will show you how to update the DLL and configure your own panel states. 
 

1.  Download the updated 64-bit configuration gauge by Doug Dawson from his website 
douglassdawson.ca: 
 
Download dsd_p3d_xml_config_x64.zip from Doug Dawson’s website 
 

2. Once downloaded to a location on your PC, copy the dsd_p3d_xml_config_x64.dll file inside the 

ZIP file. 
 

3. Navigate to the Gauges sub-folder of your JustFlight DC-10 HD installation.  Paste the 

dsd_p3d_xml_config_x64.dll into this directory.

https://www.douglassdawson.ca/
https://www.douglassdawson.ca/dsd_p3d_xml_config_x64.zip
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4. Rename the CLS_FSX_CONFIG.dll file to CLS_FSX_CONFIG.dll.orig.  After that is done, rename 

the dsd_p3d_xml_config_x64.dll to CLS_FSX_CONFIG.dll.  When complete, the files should 

have names as pictured below. 
 
By renaming the updated Doug Dawson gauge, it avoids having to update the panel.cfg files for all 
variants of the DC-10. 
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5. Download the updated panel state configuration for the DC-10.  This configuration is more verbose than 

those provided with the JustFlight DC-10 HD and will work with the FSUIPC customization file to allow 
you to choose a panel state when the aircraft loads, properly setting the engines and other default P3D 
variables when a panel state is loaded, a common problem with FSX/P3D aircraft.  Once downloaded, 

copy into the Gauges sub-folder of your JustFlight DC-10 HD installation.  The default configuration in 

this file is ready to taxi, but will be updated when you choose a new panel state from the pop-up menu. 
 
Updated Panel State configuration file for the DC-10 
 

6. Open P3D and load a scenario with one of the DC-10 variants.  It should load in a ready-to-taxi state 
with all engines running.  When the DC-10 loads, you will be prompted with a menu to choose a panel 
state.  Simply select the state you want and the aircraft will be configured properly.   
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Note:  This is a work-in-progress and will be continuously refined.  Check AVSIM regularly for updates. 

 
7. That’s it!  You can change your panel state at any time the aircraft is on the ground by using the key 

combination of Ctrl+Shift+F12. Which will bring up the Panel States menu. 

 
NOTE:  The Doug Dawson gauge will save the state of the panel when you exit P3D.  This means that 
when you complete a flight with the DC-10, the exact state of the panel will be saved and the next time 
you start P3D, any of the DC-10 variants will load in that same state.  If you exit P3D while mid-flight, 
the next time you load the engines will be running.  If you exit while at the gate with the APU on, the 
next time you start it will be with the APU on.  This is represented by the panel state menu option of “Do 
Nothing”. 
 

Configuring ISG Gauges for an RNAV-Capable DC-10 
 

The DC-10 can be made into a pseudo-MD-10 that is fully RNAV capable using the Integrated Simavionics 

(ISG) gauges by Ernie Alston.  This will give you a much-improved FMC, a moving map navigation display, and 

the ability to load and edit flight plans with full support for SIDs, STARs, and Navigraph updates. 

Note:   You must purchase the ISG gauges and have them installed properly.  This document will be extended 

to describe this installation process at some point in the future, however for now it remains out-of-scope.  

Please make sure they are installed correctly. 

1. The DC-10 requires a minimum version 189 of the ISG gauges.  The latest released version is 187, 

which is what you will get with your purchase at a store like SimMarket.  You will need to manually 

download and install the 189 (or higher) beta version directly from the ISG website.  If you do not, the 

ND and LNAV autopilot will not work. 

 

Download the 189 beta and install the gauges from the Integrated Simavionics forum site and beta 

thread.  A full installed is required prior to installing the 189 beta. 

 

http://fsbuild.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=5106
http://fsbuild.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=5106
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2. Copy the DC1010.cfg, DC1030.cfg, and DC1040.cfg files from the ISG/Aircraft folder of the 

zip package for the DC-10 updates.  Paste them into the Aircraft folder of your ISG installation. 

 

3. Copy the CLS_DC10_CUSTOM folder inside the package files download for the DC-10 modifications into 

the Gauges folder of your DC-10 installation.  This gauge is required to enable mode and range 

changes of the navigation display (ND). 

 

 
 

4. The panel.cfg files for each DC-10 variant are required to enable the ISG gauges in the VC.  You 

can choose to modify the existing files, or make a complete copy of each DC-10 variant.  The choice is 

yours, however please make backups of all your panel.cfg files before making these edits.  The edits 

are fairly invasive. 

 

For each variant of the DC-10, navigate into the panel sub-folder and make a copy of the panel.cfg file.  

Name the copy panel.cfg.orig as shown. 
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5. Open the panel.cfg file and make the following edits: 

 

At the bottom of the [Window Titles] section below the Window19= line, add: 

Window20=NAVIGATION DISPLAY 

Window21=EFIS CONTROL PANEL 

Window22=SMITHS FMS 

Window23=FMS CONTROL PANEL 

 

 

In the section for [Window19], replace the lines starting with gauge03= and gauge04= with: 

gauge03=ISG1!EFIS_CTRL_OPEN,  40,40,40,40 

gauge04=ISG1!FMS2_OPEN,  80,0,40,40 

 

 

Below the LAST line under the [Window19] section which starts with gauge09=, add a few new lines 

and paste in the following.  NOTE:  The bolded “DC1010” in the [Window22] section should be 

updated to reference the proper variant of the DC-10 you are modifying.  It should be either DC1010, 

DC1030, or DC1040.  This will associate the FMS to the proper aircraft configuration file for the ISG 

gauges: 
//-------------------------------------------------------- 

[Window20] 
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Background_color=2,2,2  

size_mm=150,100 

window_size_ratio=1.000  

position=3 

visible=0  

ident=4008 

window_size= 0.250, 0.450 

 

gauge00=isg1!MD80_EHSI_NB,0,0,150,100 

 

 

//-------------------------------------------------------- 

[Window21] 

Background_color=0,0,0  

size_mm=120,80 

window_size_ratio=1.000  

position=2 

visible=0  

ident=4013 

window_size= 0.210, 0.230 

 

gauge00=isg1!MD80_EHSI_CTRL,0,0,120,80 

 

//-------------------------------------------------------- 

[Window22]  

Background_color=0,0,0  

size_mm=160,200 

window_size_ratio=1.000  

position=4 

visible=0  

ident=4012 

window_size= 0.220, 0.520 

 

gauge00=isg1!SMITHS_FMS, 0,0,160,200,DC1010 

 

//-------------------------------------------------------- 

[Window23] 

file=..\..\CLS_DX_DC10-30\Panel\FMS_CONTROL_PANEL.bmp 

size_mm=320,90 

window_size_ratio=1.000  

position=5 

visible=0  

window_size= 0.150, 0.07 

 

gauge00=isg1!LNAV, 6,30,50,50 

gauge01=isg1!VNAV, 56,30,50,50 

 

 

Replace the entire section labeled [Vcockpit03] with the following.  In addition to replacing the main 

panel gauges with the ND and other items necessary for the ISG gauges to work, this will also double 

the resolution of the gauges on the main panel: 
//-------------------------------------------------------- 

[Vcockpit03] 

Background_color=0,0,0 

size_mm=2048 

visible=1 

pixel_size=2048 

texture=$gau1 
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gauge00=CLS_DC10_FSX!AP,  2,1652,1856,392 

gauge01=CLS_DC10_FSX!CLOCK_VC,  4,8,310,312 

gauge02=CLS_DC10_FSX!ASI_VC,  322,8,328,326 

gauge03=CLS_DC10_FSX!ADI,  658,8,424,422 

gauge04=CLS_DC10_FSX!ALTIMETER_VC,  1092,8,262,256 

gauge05=CLS_DC10_FSX!RMI,  6,336,302,400 

gauge06=CLS_DC10_FSX!VS TCAS,  320,344,314,300 

// gauge07=CLS_DC10_FSX!HSI_VC,  658,442,424,406 

gauge07=isg1!MD80_EHSI_NB,  684,521,368,297 

gauge08=CLS_DC10_FSX!RADAR_ALT_VC,  1090,308,264,254 

gauge09=CLS_DC10_FSX!TAS_TAT_INDICATOR,  1090,572,170,296 

gauge10=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG1_N1,  1366,8,202,198 

gauge11=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG2_N1,  1604,8,200,196 

gauge12=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG3_N1,  1840,8,202,196 

gauge13=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG1_EGT,  1366,238,200,198 

gauge14=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG2_EGT,  1604,  238 ,200,198 

gauge15=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG3_EGT,  1840,238,202,198 

gauge16=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG1_N2,  1366,466,202,196 

gauge17=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG2_N2,  1604,466,200,196 

gauge18=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG3_N2,  1840,464,202,198 

gauge19=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG1_FF,  1366,694,202,198 

gauge20=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG2_FF,  1604,694,200,196 

gauge21=CLS_DC10_FSX!ENG3_FF,  1840,694,202,196 

gauge22=CLS_DC10_FSX!STBY_ATT_2,  2,748,306,310 

gauge23=CLS_DC10_FSX!ALTIMETER_STBY_VC,  2,1072,276,264 

gauge24=CLS_DC10_FSX!STBY_AIRSPEED,  4,1376,268,266 

gauge25=CLS_DC10_FSX!THRUST_COMPUTER,  314,692,342,300 

gauge26=CLS_DC10_FSX!FLAP_ANUNCIATOR,  316,1010,344,300 

gauge27=CLS_DC10_FSX!SURFACE_POSITION_INDICATOR,  314,1328,344,302 

gauge28=CLS_DC10_FSX!RADIO_1,  672,898,388,182 

gauge29=CLS_DC10_FSX!RADIO_2,  1064,898,390,186 

gauge30=CLS_DC10_FSX!XPNDR,  1066,1086,386,184 

gauge31=CLS_DC10_FSX!ADF,  670,1084,388,186 

gauge32=CLS_DC10_FSX!TRIM_WINDOW,  724,1330,64,308 

gauge33=CLS_DC10_FSX!TRIM_HANDLE,  678,1284,36,354 

gauge34=CLS_DC10_FSX!FLAP_HANDLE,  800,1278,58,366 

gauge35=CLS_DC10_FSX!FUEL_CUTOFF_1,  878,1282,46,158 

gauge36=CLS_DC10_FSX!FUEL_CUTOFF_2,  938,1282,44,158 

gauge37=CLS_DC10_FSX!FUEL_CUTOFF_3,  996,1282,46,158 

gauge38=CLS_DC10_FSX!AUTO_BRAKE,  882,1450,152,148 

gauge39=CLS_DC10_FSX!AUTO_SPOILER,  1044,1476,28,72 

gauge40=CLS_DC10_FSX!AUDIO_PANEL,  1064,1278,386,184 

gauge41=CLS_DC10_FSX!WHISKEY_COMPASS,  1086,1476,216,106 

gauge42=CLS_DC10_FSX!TRIM_AIL_RUD,  1466,898,244,354 

gauge43=CLS_DC10_FSX!VC_FGS_ANNUN,  1466,1264,564,106 

gauge44=CLS_DC10_FSX!AP1_OFF_LAMP,  1042,1588,82,54 

 

gauge45=CLS_DC10_FSX!VC_FloodMain_ctrl,  1870,2006,42,42 

gauge46=CLS_DC10_FSX!VC_Gai1illumin_ctrl,  1914,2006,42,42 

gauge47=CLS_DC10_FSX!VC_PedMCPillumin_ctrl,  1958,2006,42,42 

 

gauge48=CLS_DC10_FSX!MASTER_CAUTION,  1916,1954,42,42 

gauge49=CLS_DC10_FSX!MASTER_WARNING,  1870,1952,42,42 

 

 

gauge50=CLS_DC10_FSX!VC_PedeIllumin_ctrl,  1962,1958,42,42 

gauge51=CLS_DC10_FSX!VCLT_FEpanel_ctrl,  2002,2006,42,42 

 

// Knobs to control the mode and range of the ND 

gauge52=CLS_DC10_CUSTOM!ND_Control_VC,  658,784,414,132 

gauge53=isg1!Server, 1,1,1,1 
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Replace the entire section labeled [Vcockpit12] with the following.  This will enable the Smiths FMC 

from the ISG package on the pedestal.  NOTE:  The bolded “DC1010” at the end of the gauge00= line.  

It should be updated to reference the proper variant of the DC-10 you are modifying.  It should be either 

DC1010, DC1030, or DC1040.  This will associate the FMS to the proper aircraft configuration file for 

the ISG gauges: 

 
//-------------------------------------------------------- 

[Vcockpit12] 

Background_color=0,0,0  

size_mm=1024, 1024 

visible=1 

pixel_size=1024 

texture=$CDU 

 

// gauge00=CLS_DC10_FSX!FMC,  0,0,674,1024 

gauge00=isg1!SMITHS_FMS, 0,12,674,1024,DC1010 

gauge01=CLS_DC10_FSX!ICON_FMC,  100,60,478,400 

 

That’s it for panel edits. 

 

Note:  The DC-10-40 and the DC-10-40F from JustFlight have a panel config that simply aliases to the 

DC-10-30 panel.  If you must have the ISG Smiths FMC display the proper model ID on the FMC, you 

must copy the DC-10-30 panel.cfg file to the DC-10-40 sub-folders and change the appropriate 

references in [Window22] and [Vcockpit12].  If you can live with it, you only need to update the -

10 and -30 variants. 

 

6. Copy the RNAV textures from the customization package into the SimObjects -> Airplanes folder 

of your DC-10 install: 
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7. Lastly, copy the texture.cfg file for each paint of each variant that you want to have RNAV-enabled 

and use the ISG gauges.  This will tell your model to use the updated VC textures from the package 

download. 
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Paint Kit Changes to Remove Unnecessary Highlights and Shadows 

WORK IN PROGRESS 


